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Efficient nonradiative carrier recombination strongly counteracts the appearance of optical gain in graphene.
Based on a microscopic and fully quantum-mechanical study of the coupled carrier, phonon, and photon dynamics
in graphene, we present a strategy to obtain a long-lived gain: Integrating graphene into a high quality photonic
crystal nanocavity and applying a high-dielectric substrate suppresses the nonradiative recombination channels
and gives rise to pronounced coherent light emission. This suggests the design of graphene-based laser devices
covering a broad spectral range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visible and infrared fiber lasers are the basis for information
technology, while microwave and radio-frequency emitters
build the backbone of wireless communications. Due to
the lack of efficient sources of terahertz light, there is a
technological gap between these two frequency ranges [1]. The
ongoing search for novel gain materials has brought ultrathin
layered nanomaterials into the focus of current research.
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms, exhibits a linear
and gapless band structure around the Dirac point [2,3].
This unique electronic dispersion offers a broad spectrum
of optically active states including the terahertz region [4].
This extraordinary feature has already been technologically
exploited in graphene-based photodetectors covering a wide
range of frequencies [5–9] as well as graphene-based saturable
absorbers converting the continuous-wave output of lasers
into a train of ultrashort optical pulses [10–12]. Recently,
hot photoluminescence has been observed across the entire
visible spectrum even exceeding the energy of the excitation
reflecting radiative recombination of excited carriers [13–17].
In the strong excitation regime, a spectrally broad population
inversion (PI) has been measured [18,19] and theoretically
predicted [20–22]. The excited carriers become quickly redistributed filling the optically active states in the vicinity of the
Dirac point, where the reduced density of states gives rise to a
relaxation bottleneck and a buildup of a PI resulting in optical
gain. However, nonradiative carrier recombination channels
reduce the accumulation of charge carriers accounting for a
decay of the population inversion on a femtosecond time scale
making it unsuitable for technological applications [21].
In this work, we address the question whether a long-lived
optical gain can be achieved in graphene. This presents the key
prerequisite for the realization of graphene-based broadband
laser devices that could also operate in the technologically
relevant terahertz spectral region. To answer this question, we
perform a microscopic and fully quantum-mechanical investigation of the coupled carrier, phonon, and photon dynamics in
strongly pumped graphene within a cavity. We shed light on the
occurring carrier-carrier, carrier-phonon, and carrier-photon
interactions on the same microscopic footing allowing us to
track the way of nonequilibrium carriers resolved in time and

energy. The performed microscopic treatment of Coulombinduced and phonon-assisted relaxation processes as well
as radiative and nonradiative carrier recombination channels
unravels the driving microscopic mechanism underlying the
emission of light from graphene: Figure 1 shows a sketch
of the competing relaxation processes for optically pumped
carriers. Based on our calculations, we propose a strategy
of how to achieve long-lived gain resulting in coherent laser
light emission from graphene: (i) enhancement of the carrierlight interaction by integrating graphene into a high quality
photonic crystal nanocavity [23,24] and at the same time
(ii) reduction of the efficiency of Coulomb-induced nonradiative recombination by considering graphene on a highdielectric substrate. To address the quantum statistics of
the emitted light and to answer the question of whether
coherent laser light can be achieved, we determine the temporal
evolution of the second-order autocorrelation function.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

The study is performed within the formalism of the
density matrix theory [25–30] offering microscopic access
to temporally and spectrally resolved carrier, phonon, and
photon dynamics [31–34]. The many-particle Hamilton operator H = H0 + Hc,c + Hc,p + Hc,pt consists of the (i) freecarrier, phonon, and photon contribution H0 , (ii) carriercarrier Hc,c and (iii) carrier-phonon interaction Hc,p accounting
for Coulomb- and phonon-induced intraband scattering and
nonradiative recombination processes, respectively, and finally
(iv) carrier-photon interaction Hc,pt describing the radiative
recombination of excited carriers; cf. Fig. 1.
Treating all many-particle interactions on the same
quantum-mechanical level, we derive graphene luminescence
equations:




M̃ vc 2
ρ̇ λ (t) =  in (t) 1 − ρ λ (t) −  out (t) ρ λ (t) ± 2
k
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dynamics of electrons in the conduction and the valence band
is symmetric [+ in Eq. (1) stands for λ = v and − for λ = c].
j
The dynamics of the phonon number nq is driven by the
em/abs
emission and absorption rates [31,32] qj
(t); cf. Eq. (2).
γ
The temporal evolution of the emitted photons npt is given in
Eq. (3) focusing on the dominant photon mode γ0 determined
by the cavity. Equation (1) also contains the contribution of the
spontaneous emission into nonlasing modes, i.e., all terms with
γ = γ0 in the appearing sum. The phonon and photon lifetimes
are denoted by γph and κγ . The latter is related to the quality
ω
factor Q of the cavity via κγ0 = 2 γQ0 with the eigenfrequency
γ

j

ωγ0 . Furthermore, nq,B and nB are the initial Bose distributions
for the phonon and photon numbers.
Here, we focus on the quantum optical aspect of the
theory and discuss in more detail the Hamilton operator Hc,pt
describing the carrier-photon interaction in a cavity,

 +

+
Hc,pt = i
M̃γvc0 k akv
(4)
,akc cγ+0 − akc
akv cγ0 ,
k

with


This is a coupled set of differential equations for the carrier
+
occupation probability ρkλ (t) = akλ
akλ  in the valence (λ =
v) and the conduction band (λ = c) with the electronic
j
+
momentum k, the phonon number nq (t) = bqj
bqj  for different optical and acoustic phonon modes j with the phonon
γ
momentum q, and finally the photon number npt (t) = cγ+ cγ 
+
in the mode γ . Here, we have introduced akλ
and akλ as creation
+
and annihilation operators for carriers, bqj and bqj for phonons,
and cγ+ and cγ for photons, respectively.
A nonequilibrium carrier distribution is achieved by
optically exciting graphene with a symmetric steady-state-like
pulse




P (t) = P0 exp −(E − E0 )2 /2σE2 exp −(t − t0 )6 /2σt6
characterized by the pumping rate P0 = 0.05 fs−1 , the pump
energy E0 = 1.5 eV, and spectral and temporal widths 0.2 eV
and 20 ps, respectively. The characteristics of the excitation
pulse correspond to typical values that can be easily realized by
standard pulsed lasers. The time- and momentum-dependent
in/out
in- and out-scattering rates kλ (t) appearing in Eq. (1)
include carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering channels
(for more details, see Refs. [31,32]). The carrier-photon
interaction leads to additional terms driven by the one+
photon-assisted polarization 1 Sγvck (t) = akv
akc cγ+ c (t). The

carrier-photon

matrix

element

M̃γvc0 k =


2ωγ0 ε0 V

êγ0 · Mvc
k . determining the strength of the
interaction. It depends on the properties of the optical cavity
characterized by a dominant mode γ0 with the eigenfrequency
ω0 and the cavity volume V . In particular, the carrier-photon
interaction is the strongest for small cavity frequencies and
small cavity volumina. Furthermore, the coupling has the
same symmetry as the semiclassical optical matrix element
[32] Mvc
k = kv|∇|kc and depends on the polarization êγ .
The emitted light intensity from optically pumped graphene
γ
is characterized by the photon dynamics ṅpt (t) driven by
the one-photon-assisted polarization 1 Sγvck that describes the
recombination of excited carriers between the conduction and
the valence band in the state k accompanied by the emission of
a photon in the mode γ . Assuming that no coherent excitation
are allowed, i.e., cγ+  = cγ  = 0, and factorizing quantities
with four electronic operators, we obtain


1 vc
Ṡγ k (t) = i ωγvck (t) 1 Sγvck (t) + 1 − ρkv (t) ρkc (t)
(5)

 v
γ
− ρk (t) − ρkc (t) npt (t) − 2 Sγvvk (t) + 2 Sγcck (t),
e0
m0

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the carrier,
phonon, and photon dynamics in optically pumped graphene.
Nonequilibrium carriers relax towards lower energies via carriercarrier (c-c) and carrier-phonon (c-ph) scattering. Above a threshold
pump strength, a population inversion occurs giving rise to an
increased efficiency for radiative recombination. However, at the
same time, the accumulation of carriers also enhances the competing
nonradiative recombination channels which reduce the achieved
population inversion. The schematic pictures at the bottom illustrate
the top and the side view of graphene integrated within a planar
photonic crystal cavity.

the

with ωγvck = ωkv − ωkc + ωγ + i[κγ + γk (t)]. The equation
includes the free-particle oscillation and the damping of
1 vc
Sγ k as well as the processes of spontaneous and stimulated
emission and absorption of light. The time- and momentumdependent damping γk (t) is determined by Coulomb- and
phonon-induced scattering processes, which have been explicitly included into the calculations. The appearing two-photon
+
akλ cγ+ cγ c (t) contain correcassisted densities 2 Sγλλk = akλ
tions stemming from higher-order many-particle processes.
The contribution of the spontaneous emission to the carrier
occupation can be separately solved within the Markov approxc
v
k
imation resulting in [29] ρ̇kλ (t)|sp = ± 1−β
sp [1 − ρk (t)]ρk (t)
τk
with the spontaneous emission factor βk that is defined as
the ratio of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode γ0 to
the total spontaneous emission into all possible photon modes
sp
γ . Here, τk denotes the total spontaneous emission rate. At
the considered cavity energy of 400 meV, we obtain the values
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sp

βγ0 = 0.1 and τγ0 = 500 ps. The + (−) sign stands for the
occupation in the valence (conduction) band.
To characterize the emitted light, we investigate the photon
statistics, which is given by the second-order autocorrelation
function [35]:
gγ(2) (t) =

cγ+ cγ+ cγ cγ (t)
cγ+ cγ 2 (t)

γ

npt,2 (t)
= 2 +  γ 2 .
npt (t)

(6)
γ

Since quantities including four photonic operators npt,2 (t) =
cγ+ cγ+ cγ cγ c (t) appear, we have to treat the dynamics of
photons up to the fourth order in the Born approximation.
γ
The equation of motion for npt,2 (t) reads




γ
M̃ vc 2 Re 3 S vc (t) − 4κγ nγ (t). (7)
ṅpt,2 (t) = 4
γk
γk
pt,2
k

The temporal evolution of the three-photon assisted polariza+
akc cγ+ cγ+ cγ c (t) is given by
tion 3 Sγvck (t) = akv
3 vc
Ṡγ k (t)

= i{ωkv − ωkc + ωγ + i[3κγ + γk (t)]} 3 Sγvck (t)

2  1
2 
 γ
− 2 M̃γvck  Sγvck (t) − ρkv (t) − ρkc (t) npt,2 (t)


+ 2 1 − ρkv (t) 2 Sγcck (t) − 2 ρkc (t) 2 Sγvvk (t). (8)

Note that the two-photon-assisted densities 2 Sγλλk (t) occur in
the equations for both photon-assisted polarizations 1 Sγvck (t)
and 3 Sγvck (t), such that they link the photon number to the
photon statistics. Their equation of motion reads

2
2 λλ
Ṡγ k (t) = −[2κγ + γk (t)] 2 Sγλλk (t) ± 2 M̃γvck 
(9)
 γ

3 vc
× Re Sγ k (t) + npt (t) + 1 − ρkλ (t) 1 Sγvck (t) .
Now, we have a closed set of graphene luminescence equations
[Eqs. (1)–(9)] allowing us to address the temporally and spectrally resolved dynamics and the quantum statistics of emitted
photons from optically pumped graphene within a cavity. In
particular, having access to the second-order autocorrelation
function gγ(2) , we are able to distinguish coherent laser light
characterized by the Poisson statistics [35] with gγ(2) = 1 from
thermal light (gγ(2) > 1) and nonclassical light (gγ(2) < 1).
III. CARRIER, PHONON, AND PHOTON DYNAMICS

Solving the graphene luminescence equations, we have
full microscopic access to time- and energy resolved carrier,
phonon, and photon dynamics in graphene. We assume the
graphene layer to be integrated in a high quality photonic
crystal nanocavity, as already successfully realized in previous
studies [23,24]. Such cavities are known to have the potential
to reach extremely high quality factors Q and ultrasmall
cavity volumes V . For this study, we assume Q = 22 500
and V ≈ 10−13 cm3 according to the work of Akahane and
co-workers [23]. We investigate the emission of photons in the
cavity mode of E0 = 400 meV (corresponding to the carrier
energy of 200 meV), where the maximal population inversion
(PI) is reached. While the volume of the cavity can be rather
large, its size in the direction perpendicular to the graphene
layer has a direct impact on the number of emitted photons and

FIG. 2. (Color online) Temporally and spectrally resolved carrier
dynamics. (a) The surface plot shows the nonequilibrium dynamics of
optically pumped carriers in the conduction band. Blue area displays
the region of population inversion with ρ(E,t) > 0.5. The carrier
occupation is shown (b) as a function of the carrier energy for the
fixed time of 10 ps after the switch-on of the optical excitation pulse
and (c) as a function of time at the fixed carrier energy of 200 meV.
The width of the pump pulse is 20 ps and the pumping energy Ep is
1.5 eV corresponding to a carrier energy of 0.75 eV. The dashed lines
show the carrier dynamics without photons illustrating the crucial
impact of the carrier-photon coupling.

has to be in the range of few 100 nm to obtain the emission of
coherent laser light. This can be realized even for terahertz
frequencies by integrating graphene into planar photonic
crystal nanocavities [23,24]. The dependence on the quality
factor will be addressed in the discussion part of this paper.
To partially suppress nonradiative recombination processes,
we assume that graphene lies on a high-dielectric substrate.
Here, we have exemplary considered hafnium dioxide (HfO2 )
with a static dielectric constant [36] of ε = 25. The substrate
is assumed to induce an electrostatic background potential that
screens the Coulomb interaction within the graphene layer. In
this situation, the static limit of the dielectric function is a well
justified approximation [26].
In the following, we first discuss the time- and energyresolved dynamics of nonequilibrium carriers and phonons
after optical pumping. Having established a long-lived population inversion, we then investigate the dynamics of photons
and of photon-photon correlations determining the quantum
statistics of emitted light.
Carrier dynamics. The temporal and spectral evolution of
optically pumped carriers in graphene within a photonic crystal
nanocavity is illustrated in Fig. 2. We observe a pronounced
spectrally broad PI, i.e., the occupation of carriers in the
conduction band ρ(E,t) is higher than 0.5 [blue region in
Fig. 2(a)]. Our calculations reveal that the nonequilibrium
carriers are quickly scattered to energetically lower states via
carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon interactions leading to an
ultrafast accumulation of carriers. A spectrally broad PI up
to energies slightly below the pump energy Ep is obtained;
cf. Fig. 2(b). To study the dynamics of the microscopic
mechanism behind the PI in more detail, we show in Fig. 2(c)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Temporally and spectrally resolved
phonon dynamics. (a) Spectral resolution of the exemplary Γ LO
phonons at a fixed time of 20 ps after the switch-on of the optical
excitation. The yellow-shaded region emphasizes phonons with the
momentum q < 0.3 nm−1 inducing interband scattering of excited
carriers (nonradiative recombination), whereas phonons with q >
0.3 nm−1 contribute to intraband scattering [32]. The dashed lines
show the dynamics without photons revealing more pronounced
recombination on the one hand and considerably suppressed intraband
processes on the other hand. The results are numerically converged
despite the zigzag shape of the data that can be ascribed to the
numerical inaccuracy of vector addition in polar coordinate grids.
(b) Temporal resolution of the Γ LO phonon dynamics at a fixed
momentum of 0.18 nm−1 describing the efficiency of nonradiative
carrier recombination induced by the emission of Γ LO phonons.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Radiative and nonradiative recombination
rates. Temporal evolution of (a) radiative, (b) phonon-assisted, and
(c) Coulomb-induced recombination rates. The corresponding scattering channels are in direct competition with each other during the
entire dynamics. Note that the nonradiative recombination rates are
two orders of magnitude smaller than the radiative process due to
the enhancement of the carrier-light coupling within a high quality
nanocavity and due to the suppression of Coulomb interaction through
substrate-induced screening. The dashed lines show the rates without
taking into account the carrier-photon coupling illustrating the crucial
impact of photons on the efficiency of nonradiative recombination
channels during and after the optical excitation.

the carrier occupation as a function of time at the fixed
carrier energy of 200 meV with and without the carrier-photon
coupling. In the full calculation including the impact of
photons (solid line), the PI lives on a time scale of 60 ps. We
find pronounced carrier occupation values of up to 0.7 as long
as the pump pulse reaches its maximum. Then, the occupation
quickly decreases predominantly due to the efficient radiative
recombination. The loss of carriers via radiative and nonradiative recombination processes can be partially compensated
during and after the pumping by intraband scattering from
energetically higher states; cf. Fig. 1. The interplay of radiative
emission and absorption processes on the one side and nonradiative recombination channels and Coulomb- and phononinduced intraband scattering processes on the other side results
in a quasiequilibrium keeping the carrier occupation at a
stationary value slightly above 0.5 on a long time scale. Once
the loss of carriers cannot be compensated anymore, the carrier
occupation quickly drops to small values determined by the
thermal distribution. Applying stronger and longer excitation
pulses, we can further increase the PI lifetime.
The crucial role of radiative processes is demonstrated in
calculations neglecting the dynamics of photons [dashed line
in Fig. 2(c)]. Here, we find a decay of the PI on a time scale

of the pump pulse (20 ps). In the absence of light emission,
nonradiative recombination channels are predominant giving
rise to a quick decay of the PI. This behavior is well reflected
by the temporal evolution of the corresponding radiative
and nonradiative recombination rates, which are illustrated
in Fig. 3. A necessary condition for a long-lived PI is a
considerable suppression of the efficient processes of Auger
recombination [37–44]. These Coulomb-induced interband
processes bringing excited electrons down to the valence band
are known to be by orders of magnitude higher than radiative
recombination in free-suspended graphene [21]. Therefore,
in this work, we introduce a high-dielectric substrate, which
considerably reduces the efficiency of Coulomb-induced nonradiative processes. At the same time, implementing graphene
into a photonic crystal nanocavity, we strongly enhance the
carrier-light interaction. With this recipe, we achieve radiative
recombination rates that are two orders of magnitude higher
than the competing nonradiative processes; cf. Fig. 3.
Phonon dynamics. The emission of light is in direct
competition to phonon-assisted interband scattering. It
depopulates the states close to the Dirac point, which in turn
drives the phonon-assisted intraband scattering to fill these
states; cf. Fig. 1. We find a considerable nonequilibrium
phonon distribution over a broad momentum range reflecting
significant carrier-phonon scattering. Our calculations reveal
that indeed the interband scattering is significantly suppressed,
while at the same time the efficiency of intraband processes
is enhanced in the presence of photons; cf. Fig. 4. Besides
the discussed Coulomb- and phonon-induced dynamics,
impurity scattering can contribute to the carrier relaxation.
However, this elastic-scattering process accounts only for
orientational relaxation [45], i.e., it does not counteract a
long-lived population inversion.
Photon dynamics. Having understood the carrier and
phonon dynamics, we now focus on the temporal evolution
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Photon dynamics and statistics. Illustration of the temporal evolution of (a) photons emitted from optically
pumped graphene within a photonic crystal nanocavity and of (b) the
second-order autocorrelation function g (2) (t) expressing the statistics
of emitted light for different widths of the excitation pulse (at a
constant pump rate P0 ). The cavity energy is fixed to 400 meV. The
inset in (a) corresponds to a zoom-in revealing the initial turn-on
(2)
as a function
dynamics. The inset in (b) shows the minimum of gmin
of the pulse width revealing that coherent laser light [characterized
by g (2) (t) = 1] occurs for excitation of 20 ps and longer.

of emitted photons from optically pumped graphene within a
nanocavity. Figure 5(a) shows npt (t) at the fixed cavity energy
of 400 meV for different pump pulse widths modeling the
behavior towards stationary pumping. In the first few picoseconds, the number of emitted photons increases slowly and can
be ascribed to the spontaneous emission; cf. also the inset of
Fig. 5(a). After this characteristic delay time that is determined
by the pump strength, the process of induced emission boosts
the number of photons as long as the pump pulse is switched
on. The pumping maintains the carrier supply that is necessary
to keep the PI on a high level. After pumping, the number of
photons gradually decreases directly reflecting the behavior of
the radiative recombination rate; cf. Fig. 3(a). As soon as the
carrier loss cannot be compensated anymore by Coulomb- and
phonon-induced in-scattering of further carriers from energetically higher states, the number of photons quickly drops, since
the PI vanishes and the stimulated emission does not contribute
anymore. Figure 5(a) reveals that the decay of the number of
emitted photons can be controlled by the length of the optical
excitation. The longer the pump pulse, the more stable is the
PI resulting in a more pronounced emission of light.
Photon statistics. To investigate whether the emitted light
corresponds to coherent laser light, we calculate the photon
statistics that is determined by the second-order autocorrelation function g (2) . Perfectly coherent laser light follows
the Poissonian photon statistics characterized by g (2) = 1
describing random time intervals between the emitted photons
[35]. Figure 5(b) shows the temporal evolution of g (2) for
different pump widths. As long as the photon dynamics is
dominated by the processes of spontaneous emission, we
find g (2) ≈ 2 corresponding to the value expected for thermal
chaotic light. After few picoseconds, g (2) starts to decrease
reaching the value of 1 after few tens of ps, i.e., optically
excited graphene within a nanocavity indeed emits coherent

FIG. 6. (Color online) Impact of the substrate-induced screening
and the cavity quality factor. Temporal evolution of the carrier
occupation for (a) different dielectric background constants εbg (at
a constant cavity quality factor of 22 500) and (b) for different
quality factors Q (at a constant εbg = 25). (c),(d) Maximal population
inversion and (e),(f) its lifetime are shown as a function of εbg and
Q, respectively. We find that the PI lifetime and its maximum clearly
increase for substrates with a higher dielectric background constant.
In contrast, for enhanced quality factors the maximal value of the PI
is slightly reduced, while the PI lifetime strongly increases.

laser light. Whether perfectly coherent light can be obtained
depends on the duration of the pumping. For pump pulse
widths in the range of 20 ps, g (2) = 1 can be reached; cf.
the inset of Fig. 5(b).

IV. DISCUSSION

The main message of our paper is that a long-lived gain
and pronounced coherent laser light emission can be achieved
by integrating graphene into a photonic crystal nanocavity and
by applying a high-dielectric substrate. The crucial parameters
here are (i) the dielectric background constant εbg determining
the screening of the Coulomb interaction through the presence
of the substrate and (ii) the quality factor Q of the photonic
crystal nanocavity. Here, we discuss the carrier dynamics for
a series of different substrates and cavity quality factors, in
particular focusing on their impact on the PI lifetime.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the carrier dynamics for different
substrates characterized by the static dielectric background
function εbg . We find that for low-dielectric substrates, such
as SiO2 with εbg = 3.9, the maximal PI is very small and
its lifetime only lasts during the excitation pulse. The larger
εbg , the higher is the PI and the longer is its lifetime; cf.
Figs. 6(c) and 6(e). The explanation is that the quasiequilibrium between the radiative emission and absorption processes
on the one side and nonradiative recombination channels and
Coulomb- and phonon-induced intraband scattering processes
on the other side (cf. the schematic Fig. 1) last longer when
the Coulomb interaction is strongly suppressed by efficient
substrate-induced screening. For free-standing graphene or for
graphene on low-dielectric substrates, the Coulomb-induced
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Photon statistics in dependence of the
substrate and the cavity. The minimum of the second-order autocor(2)
in dependence of (a) the dielectric background
relation function gmin
constants εbg and (b) the cavity quality factor Q. We find that εbg > 15
and Q > 500 (depending on the excitation length) are required to
(2)
< 2) from graphene.
obtain emission of nonthermal light (gmin

recombination is the dominant process strongly limiting the
population inversion and its lifetime.
A similar behavior is observed when the cavity quality
factor is varied; cf. Fig. 6(b). Here, the main observation
is that the value of the maximal population inversion only
slightly changes with increasing Q [Fig. 6(d)], whereas the
PI lifetime becomes strongly enhanced [Fig. 6(f)] reaching
values of approximately 80 ps for high quality photonic crystal
cavities. Increasing the carrier-photon interaction within such
a cavity enhances the efficiency of both radiative emission
and absorption processes. As a result, the accumulation of
carriers close to the Dirac point does not significantly change.
However, high quality factors Q give rise to a long photon
lifetime κγ−1 , since Q and κγ are inverse to each other.
Consequently, in high quality cavities, the excited energy
remains longer in the carrier-photon system resulting in larger
PI lifetimes.
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the minimum of
the second-order autocorrelation function g (2) as a function of
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